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About This Content

The Klang Soundtrack is a collection of 34 original tracks featured in the game. Each track was composed by veteran EDM
artist and OverClocked ReMix video game music remixer, bLiNd. (The Klang Soundtrack is also YouTuber/Twitcher friendly.)

Track List (all tracks are presented in MP3 and FLAC format)

01 - Enter Klang (Trailer Theme)
02 - Klang (Title Screen)

03 - Welcome to the Kick (Training Level & Elevator)
04 - Disco Balls (Training Level Bonus)

05 - Bladerunner (Elevator Boss)
06 - Peak Waves (Top of the Tower Theme)
07 - Over the Top (Top of Tower Cutscene)

08 - Rock Bottom (Caves)
09 - Otherworld (Overworld Theme)
10 - Shanty Shuffle (The Pirate Bay)

11 - Shuffle Jumper (Pirate Cove)
12 - Ether Real (Infiltration Theme)
13 - Agent Klang (Factory Bonus)

14 - Bazz (Gladiator Boss)
15 - Angel Tracks (City)

16 - Neoteknika (City Bonus 1)
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17 - Overclocked (City Bonus 2)
18 - Death Angel (City Boss)

19 - Sonus (Tower Boss)
20 - The Trickster (Final Boss)

21 - Welcome to the End (End Credits)
22 - Full Circle (Final Ranking)

23 - Neon Punk (Alpha Trailer Theme)
24 - Klang (Main Theme Club Mix)
25 - Rock Bottom (Caves Ambient)

26 - Shanty Shuffle (The Pirate Bay Ambient)
27 - Ether Real (Alternate)

28 - Angel Tracks (City Level Ambient)
29 - Netherworld (Other Dimension Overworld)

30 - Portal Jumper (Other Dimension)
31 - Coolaid (Other Dimension)

32 - Dimension Rift (Other Dimension)
33 - Tune Blades (Bonus Song)
34 - VHS (Other Dimension)
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Good old classic wonderfully remade, this game was one of the hardest games ever made, if you finish it the game developer
actually claimed your some kind of a genius.

I never finished it.. :(. So this is a hack n' slash RPG with crappy graphics. That is kool. What they don't tell you is that you only
get 50% of the exp for beating a level unless you manage to beat the level doing as little damage as possible to all the enemies so
that you get very high combo numbers. (Yes it's true, I asked the developer) You don't get extra experience for beating a level
again. Nor do you get experience for their challenge levels. You can only try to get more experience by getting the higher combo
numbers and thus a better rating. There are all kinds of really powerful skills. You can max out maybe 2 of them and if you use
them you don't get crap for experience. So, in short this game is based on repetition and ineffectiveness, while discouraging the
use of the games advancement system. This is extremely irritating and a horrible idea. Also, it's just what the developers had in
mind. The last boss is also a very annoying fight where you whittle away at him only to have him heal back while he can literally
kill you in one shot. Avoid this piece of garbage.. A fantastic point-and-click adventure with intuitive puzzles, great voice-
acting, a huge number of branching choices, tons of collectables, and genuine humor. I can't recommend this enough! Monkey
Island would be proud.. Bought this solely for Sky Raker.. It's like The Expendables. "They can't possibly do another one!". But
they do. And it's awesome again.. No playerbase to be found.
Hardly any maps or variety in anything found.
Terrible optimization for what appears to be a barebone project right now.
The list goes on...
Yeah, I don't think anyone would want to play this right now.. I was pleasantly impressed by this game. First of all, the graphics
and interface are clean and user friendly and the designs are pleasant to look at without being distracting. The gameplay involves
using clues in grey triangles to determine whether unknown triangles are grey or green, and maps are gradually filled out to
completion. The early puzzles are simple and intuitive, with difficulty rising over time. Later levels are much more challenging;
I completed most of them in more than one sitting, since taking a break seemed to help when I got stuck. Fortunately, the game
automatically saves progress, although players can choose to reset a level if they wish. Puzzle progress is not automatically reset
on mistakes, unless the player specifically chooses that option in challenge mode, so mistakes are not overly punished. For this
reason I would recommend this game for casual players and non-gamers as well. Basically, it's up to the player to decide how
challenging they want their experience to be.

I'm a bit of a completionist in my gaming style, and I find this game caters well to my playstyle and also has some replay value.
To earn maximum gems in regular mode each puzzle needs to be completed without mistakes or miss-clicks, and in challenge
mode gems are earned by completing puzzles with additional restrictions. Thus, I have been motivated to go back to earlier
levels to complete them perfectly and with challange mode restrictions in place. What's interesting is that I completed the
puzzles faster and more efficiently the second and third time around, suggesting that my brain has been training for the specific
patterns this game presents.

Overall, I've enjoyed playing this game and I hope the developers continue to update it and add additional challenges.. The art is
beautiful but I found the gameplay too repetitive. In order to get armor you need to mine ore and collect materials, by the time
you have your new shiny armor enemies arrive and you use up your armor and need to start all over again.. A decent puzzle
game. The puzzles don't really challenge, but rather stimulate your brain. Its fun, and there are over 1000 puzzles!. I've played
the whole Winter War right up to the Lapland campaign. I do like the game and think it's worth the purchase. However, I found
it too easy frankly, and manged to wipe out all invading Russian forces on several occasions. I am disappointed that despite my
repeated massacres of enemy tanks and soldiers, that an alternate history wasn't written that would not force the humiliating
peace deal, the expulsion of German forces and demobilization of the Finnish army. I refuse to play the Lapland scenario, as
after the beating I gave the Russians - I even captured Leningrad - the enemy would be in no position to dictate terms.
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There are two games in one. The solo arcade mode and the duel multiplayer mode.

The solo mode is a great thinking\/acting fast minimalistic game with reasonable challenge, simple yet powerful leveldesign and
a good overall quick to the point game. And leaderboards.

The duel mode is more like a jousting\/fencing game with a fine tactical sense and a demanding awareness due to "warp" walls
around playfields.

Not the most profound game around, but a solid simple fast action game that will really shine as a party game. Heartfully
recommended !. I have played for an hour or so in VR and really like it. There is enough complexity to the game to keep it
interesting and the graphics in VR are great. You can zoom in and rotate the battlefield. It feels immersive, kind of like an
animated tabletop game with painted troops and lush scenery.. quot;I am Overburdened" is indeed fun and silly little game.

The early gameplay experience leaves a lot of questions like "What this item do?" and "How much HP does that creature has?".
You embrace trial and error at its full in this game - that's how you actually learn to play it. Eventually, as you progress further,
game get's harder and you'll start puzzling yourself - you need to make the right choices to progress further.

At some point game get's somehow addicting once you figure out stuff. Controls are game mechanics are easy enough. Artifacts
are fun and useful (of course sometimes it's quite opposite).

I enjoyed the "nightmare" mode although I didn't beat it. That's the mode where you start planning moves at very beginning and
that was the most fun part to me. I wish that mode was less dependable on luck and available from very start, without the need to
unlock it.

The game lacks good music but I already know the author is aware of that. Everything rest is pretty much okay although it's very
short. Overall, I think roguelike funs will definitely enjoy playing this one. Recommended!

. I had always hoped someone would create a computer version of Napoleon in Europe, a classic boardgame portmanteau of axis
& allies and diplomacy that can still be found on ebay at somewhat exorbitant prices. Well, it is here! Sort of.

So far, I have played through one campaign and I love it. It has some differences from the boardgame (e.g., I dont think calvary
can abandon a charge once an infantry forms a square) but it is a great experience. The battle system, a kind of basic miniatures
minigame, may seem odd to those unfamiliar with the boardgame. The whole thing may be off-putting if you aren't expecting a
virtual boardgame. But if you are the type that fondly thinks of counters and chits and miniatures-this is a solid purchase. My
only issue is they have so far chosen to go with a single player version where the player must be France. This is the proper first
choice but I long for multi-player and a British campaign. Still, all in all, it was money well spent.. It's just a tank shooting range
with bleh sound effects and basic models. However, the only reason I ever invested in VR was for any kind of crew and first
person based tank sim and it's obvious from the moment you load in that's what TankVR is going for. There is quite literally
nothing else that is even close to this future style of gameplay and I have been waiting for it for 2 years now. All I can say is
while I'm very biased towards this game because all I've wanted for god knows how long is a VR tank sim, I think it's more than
worth the dollar just for the potential this game holds in the future. Keep up the work devs, and I hope TankVR comes out
exactly as you plan.. I actually bought game and it was so clunky that I had to request a refund. You have to use an Xbox
controller to navigate. I couldn't figure out even how to do basic things. Game needs lots of polish.

I was able to mess around and move things around. Change shape sizes and even add some items. But when it came to playing
my song and animating objects to them. Well, all I could do was play my song. I couldn't even figure out if there was a template
to use. The store videos look cool and I'd love to be able to do something even remotely close to that. I just couldn't figure out
where to start.

Sorry, but it's way too clunky \/ complicated to use in its current form. You definitely need a tutorial or a more intuitive
interface. I know the app is only $5 and I shouldn't expect much. But it was useless to me. And nothing made me want to even
try to figure it out since I was getting nowhere fast.
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